Kerr compresses space
requirements while boosting
efficiencies with Modula VLMs

CASE SUMMARY

Kerr Compressor Engineers is the sole Scottish distributor of the HPC Kaeser brand of air
compressors. The company was storing a range of parts for the compressors in its head office
facility, but were running out of space for existing parts as well as potential expansions. In
addition, they needed to boost the speeds of retrieving parts for use by their customers and
own engineers. By adding two Modula vertical lift modules (VLMs), they were able to solve all
of their problems – reducing required storage space and increasing efficiencies.

THE CHALLENGE

Boosting retrieval speeds while condensing storage requirements
Kerr Compressor Engineers is located in East Kilbride, with branches in Aberdeen, Inverness and
Perth. The company is the sole distributor in Scotland of the HPC Kaeser brand of air compressors,
which requires it to store everything from small components to large boxed items. The parts were
housed in the East Kilbride headquarters, but as the firm grew it became difficult to store all the
parts in the area designated for it. That storage limit also impeded future growth.
With the parts on traditional shelving, employees had trouble quickly retrieving them for their
customers as well as for engineers requiring the parts.
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THE SOLUTION

2 Modula VLMs integrated with their ERP system
Kerr purchased two Modula Lift MC50D VLMs to address their concerns. To speed retrieval,
they opted for an alphanumeric LED bar as well as a sliding Copilot console and an automatic
door. The VLMs, equipped with Modula’s warehouse management system (WMS) solution,
were easily connected to Kerr’s ERP system to help track the flow of inventory.
As a result, the company was able to store the parts in a more compact area, as well as boost
productivity and picking accuracy.
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KEY BENEFITS

• Fast and accurate inventory management
• Reduced storage space requirements
• Increased picking accuracy and productivity
• Capacity to stock additional parts in the future

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Number of Units

2

SOFTWARE

Model

Modula MC50D

• WMS Premium

Bay type/quantity

Internal, dual-tray delivery

• advanced item management module

Trays

98.42 – 33.74” (2,5000 – 857 mm),

VLM Height

holding up to 1,102 (500 kgs)

OPTIONS INCLUDED

per tray

• alphanumeric LED bar

5.300 mm

• automatic door
• sliding Copilot console

About the customer
Located in East Kilbride, Scotland, with branches in Aberdeen, Inverness and Perth, Kerr
Compressor Engineers specializes in servicing air compressors. It is the sole distributor in
Scotland of the HPC Kaeser brand of compressors.

About Modula
Modula designs and produces automatic storage systems that dramatically boost productivity and accuracy, reduce storage space
requirements, and enhance worker safety and job satisfaction. The only U.S. manufacturer of vertical lift modules, Modula also offers
horizontal carousels, warehouse management systems, and a host of accessories that make order picking quick and easy. Established
in 1987, Modula has eight branches worldwide, a network of 100 distributors, and factories in the United States, Italy, and China.
More information can be found at modula.us.

